
Instructions to install 9600 track: 

Remove end caps and cut track/s to desired length with a hack saw. If your tracks are spliced, it is best to cut the ends with the 

end caps. The spliced area has been machine cut for a smooth joint. 

Mark the ceiling 3 ½” away from the wall or at the desired projection. Cut the 1” removable adhesive tabs in half and put 3 or 4 

pieces on top of each track section. Remove the paper backing from the tabs. Lift the track up to the marks on the ceiling. The 

adhesive tabs will temporarily hold it in place. 

If you know that you are screwing into wood or metal, proceed to screw up through the center of the channel into the ceiling 

using the self-drilling screws and bit provided. Be careful not to damage the sides of the track channel. Put one screw within 6” of 

the end of each track section and one in the middle. If installing multiple track sections, carefully align the joint and test with a 

wheeled carrier. 

If installing in hollow ceiling; stick the track to the ceiling using the adhesive tabs. Use a small drill bit (a 1/8” wood drill bit is fine. 

Aluminum is a soft metal and easy to drill) to drill a hole up through the channel within 6” of each end of the track and again in the 

middle. Carefully remove the track from the ceiling. The adhesive strips are removable, but have the potential to remove a little 

paint. Insert hollow wall anchors (not provided) any place needed. For very heavy draperies, toggle bolts are recommended. If 

using screws other than what’s provided (like toggle bolts), be sure the head of the screw will fit in the 5/16” channel of the track 

(1/8” x 2 in. toggle bolts will typically work). Lift the track back up to the ceiling, realigning with the holes and screw into place. 

Always be careful when screwing or drilling up through the channel that you don’t damage it. 

Extra parts can be purchased at curtainrodconnection.com/collections/9600-cubicle-track-parts 
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